Award Winning
Fusion Wedding Photography
2017

“Pittsburgh Imagery’s photographs are truly
breathtaking. His photos are raw and not
enhanced by Photoshop, which is important
since you know you’re actually getting a
professional photographer. Kevin is wonderful
and makes your wedding day that much more
exciting. We even received our preview just
HOURS after our reception ended. I highly
recommend Kevin for anyone who wants the
perfect wedding photos.” 		
- Amanda & Grant

Every Wedding is unique, as should your wedding photography coverage. Please Inquire for your own unique “package”.

VS 1 Collection

$1999

• Wedding day photography coverage (up to 8 hours)
• All images on custom inscribed USB with custom case
• Boutique packaging and printing rights
• Images retouched (exposure, color & squareness)

VVS 2 Collection

$2499

• Wedding day photography coverage (up to 8 hours)
• 1 Photographer
• All images on custom inscribed USB with custom case
• Boutique packaging and printing rights
• Pittsburgh Imagery Select Photo folder
• Images retouched (exposure, color, squareness & artistic edits)
• USB TV Slideshow
• Engagement shoot (images with printing rights) #
• Online proofing

Every Love Story Is Beautiful, But Ours Is My Favorite.

VVS 1 Collection

$3849

• Wedding day photography coverage (up to 10 hours)
• 1 Photographer
• 1 Second shooter
• In studio pre-wedding meeting
• All images on custom inscribed USB with custom case
• Boutique packaging and printing rights
• Pittsburgh Imagery Select Photo folder
• Images retouched (blemishes & artistic edits)
• USB TV Slideshow
• Wedding day photo preview (select wedding images
shown on flat panel TV at your reception)

• 1 - 8x12 framed & matted images
• Engagement shoot (images with printing rights)
• Online proofing
• 1 - 28 side 10x10 lay flat coffee table book
• 2 - 28 side 7x7 lay flat coffee table parent copy books

2024 Reis Run Rd. Pgh, PA 15237 | kevin@pittsburghimagery.com | 412-445-4705

Flawless Collection

• Full wedding day photography coverage (up to 12 hours)
• 2 Photographers
• In studio pre wedding meeting
• Photoshoot locations scouted
• All images on custom inscribed USB with custom case
• Boutique packaging and printing rights
• Pittsburgh Imagery Select Photo folder
• Images retouched (feature enhancements & artistic edits)
• USB TV Slideshow
• Wedding day photo preview (select wedding images shown on flat panel TV at
your reception)
• 1 - 8x12 framed & matted images
• 2 - Parent image USB with custom printed cases
• Engagement shoot (images with printing rights)
• Online proofing
• 1 - 48 side 12x12 lay flat coffee table book
• 2 - 48 side 7x7 lay flat coffee table parent copy book
Or 1 Custom bound Italian made coffee table book

Thank you for your interest in my photography. With over
ten years in the wedding industry, I strive for trendy, fun
photos as well as classic portraits. I use a fusion of classic
portraiture and newer, candid / photojournalistic styles
to create a diverse wedding photo collection. I offer the
coverage and photos that my clients want, not what fits into
my portfolio. I have created a my style by working along
side some of the best and not-so-great photographers in
Pittsburgh. My goal is to provide photographs and art that
all generations will cherish. In my tens years of wedding
experience, I have learned what it takes to capture all the
details and emotions of the wedding day at every different
style of wedding, from casual to formal and small to large.
My light-hearted and outgoing approach to your day, allows
me to capture photos with natural emotion, not forced. My
past clients will tell you, I deliver what I promise, beautiful,
fun, trendy and classic photographs, in which every
generation will find favorites. I look forward to capturing
your wedding day!

2024 Reis Run Rd. Pgh, PA 15237 | kevin@pittsburghimagery.com | 412-445-4705

$5999

